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Company: Siemens Sanayi ve Ticaret Anonim Sirketi

Location: İzmit

Category: other-general

Forour Smart Infrastructure Electrical Products EMS Factory in  Gebze  weare looking for a 

Production Supervisor  .

What part will you play?

Ensure a strong sense of EHS culture within whole manufacturing environment and Improve

safety for all personnel that work in especially the assembly area.

Drive efforts and initiatives to reduce production failures, improve production process quality

and increase productivity.

Drive performance measurement and documentation of manufacturing processes.

Identify and lead continuous improvement projects by implementing effective agile and lean

methodologies.

Liason between Manufacturing and Engineering.

Lead digitalization efforts to implement tools such as Sammi, Digital Work Instructions,

Operator Displays, Performance/Status Dashboards, and other connected tools.

Drive an aligned organization to maintain a strong manufacturing team with a healthy and

effective employee and union relations climate.

Ensure a strong sense of responsibility and accountability within the manufacturing

operations.
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Implement defined policies and guidelines, and define and ensure implementation of

processes, procedures, methods and/or tools incorporating our Business Principles.

Manage and develop all the respective work flow processes to ensure all production targets

(Quality, Quantity, and Delivery on time) are achieved.

Contribute to planning and implementation of production plans.

Evaluate and contribute to implementation of maintenance programs.

Oversee assigned technologically demanding and complex processes in an automated

production environment, which do need a specialized, experienced and well vocationally

trained work force.

Ensure staff compliance to all internal quality and operational processes.

Responsible for training, development and performance management of shift personnel.

Responsible for providing daily instruction and issue resolution/escalation on manufacturing floor.

Monitor high volume production lines and identify opportunities for improvement, determination of

root cause and solution implementation.

Apply production metrics to monitor and execute continuous improvement.

Work to optimize use of resources in a continuous operations environment.

What you need to make real whatmatters

Bachelor’s degree preferably in Engineering.

Lean Manufacturing techniques are required for this role.

Minimum 7+ years of relevant experience is required.

2+ years of successful experience in an Assembly/Manufacturing Supervisor role. 

Completion of relevant projects to improve safety, quality, delivery reliability and cost in a

manufacturing environment.

Six sigma green belt is a must, black belt is an asset.



Proven background with Union Relations.

Know-how of Low Voltage products.

Very good knowledge of English both written and spoken. German will be an asset.

Proficient in Microsoft office applications.

#LI-ONSITE

What we offer

Speak up Culture

Respectful Workplace

Being part of a global work environment

Attractive remuneration package

Excellent recognition tools providing spot awards

Learning & Development opportunities for both personal and professional growth 

Leave days for parents and a variety of flexible working models that allow time off for yourself

and your family 

Creche allowance for mothers

Share matching programs to become a shareholder of Siemens AG

Find more benefits

Individual benefits are adapted tomeet local legal regulations, the requirements of different

job profiles,locations, and individual preferences. 

As Siemens we believe physicalbarriers are not related to potential. Only the potential

matters to us.Therefore, we look forward to receive applications of candidates with

physicalbarriers and chronic illnesses. We support healthy relationships betweencandidates

with barriers and their colleagues because we believe we can createdifferences together.

Siemens is dedicated to quality,equality, and valuating diversity and we welcome

applications that reflect thediversity of the communities within which we work.

We are looking forward to receivingyour online application. Please ensure you complete all



areas of theapplication form to the best of you ability as we will use the data to reviewyour

suitability to the role.

Please find more information fromour web site: 

Contact

If you need more information please don't hesitate to contact us.

+90 216 459 20 00

Apply Now
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